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Ramon Tisaire

•

Advises senior management in the Americas, Europe, and India on fostering change through strategic transformation, growth and internationalization programs.

•

Has co-founded several start-ups while helping other entrepreneurs bring their ideas to life and expand their reach.

•

Prior to that, Tisaire was a Managing Director with Alvarez & Marsal (A&M) in Madrid where he led the local practice. In this role, he led restructuring and
performance improvement programs designed to maximize value for his clients rapidly and efficiently. He assisted clients across a broad range of industries,
including technology, telecommunications, public sector, leisure and entertainment, pharmaceutical, transportation and financial services.

•

Prior to joining A&M, Tisaire was a Managing Director of Capgemini in Barcelona, Spain, where he was responsible for positioning the firm in the top tier regional
consulting market. In this role, he led Capgemini's commercial expansion in the region, acquiring strategic clients in target industries and directly managing key
engagements, while serving as Executive Sponsor for nationwide Top Accounts. Mr. Tisaire was also a Partner at Unisys, where he led the Telecommunications &
Media practice for Iberia, while managing the Grupo Telefónica account globally (reporting directly to the firm's Executive Committee focused on business
transformation, systems implementation and hardware services).

•

Previously, Tisaire was a Partner with KPMG Consulting in Spain, where he teamed with the rest of the Senior Partners to develop the firm's consulting practice.
Tisaire also led the Customer Relationship Management practice of KPMG, providing innovative, end-to-end business and technology solutions in strategic sectors.
He began his professional career with Deloitte Consulting in the U.S., where he managed large multidisciplinary, multi-country consulting and IT engagements.
Tisaire was later selected for a two year assignment in Spain to help build Deloitte's local consulting practice working alongside Spanish local partners.

•

Tisaire received a bachelor's degree, summa cum laude, from Hamilton College in Clinton, New York, as well as a master's degree in business administration and a
master's degree in international relations from the University of Chicago. He received a "Certificat ´d'Études Politiques," Mention Bien, from the Institut d'Études
Politiques in Paris. A Spanish national, Tisaire is fluent in Spanish, English, French and Catalan, and has a working knowledge of Portuguese and Italian.

•

Tisaire has just been appointed to the Global Advisory Board for The University of Chicago Booth School of Business focusing his efforts on the Americas Cabinet.
He is also on the Advisory Board of several companies in the private sector.

